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    STL- ONE Stainless Steel CutterSTL- ONE Stainless Steel Cutter  £15.83£15.83 
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 Description  Description 

STL-ONE Comes with stainless steel blade which is highly resistant to rust and lessens theSTL-ONE Comes with stainless steel blade which is highly resistant to rust and lessens the
possibility of scratching car windows.possibility of scratching car windows.

High quality stainless steel holder. resistant to organic solvents. High quality stainless steel holder. resistant to organic solvents. 

Auto-Lock (Ratchet-lock slider). Auto-Lock (Ratchet-lock slider). 

Ideal for precision work. Built-in blade snapper.Ideal for precision work. Built-in blade snapper.

Symmetrically designed for left and right-handed use. Symmetrically designed for left and right-handed use. 
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Very popular tool in graphic studios for its accuracy and detail cutting.Very popular tool in graphic studios for its accuracy and detail cutting.

Blade SpecificationBlade Specification

Blade Length: 80mmBlade Length: 80mm
Blade Width: 9mmBlade Width: 9mm
Blade Thickness: 0.38mmBlade Thickness: 0.38mm
Blade Snap-off segment:Blade Snap-off segment:
Blade type: Stainless SteelBlade type: Stainless Steel

NT Cutter STL-ONE comes pre-loaded with NT Cutter BA5SS ,Stainless Steel, addtionalNT Cutter STL-ONE comes pre-loaded with NT Cutter BA5SS ,Stainless Steel, addtional
spare blades readily available, easy to refill spare bladesspare blades readily available, easy to refill spare blades

Light-Duty blades are applicable.BA5SS, BA-300, BA-50SS, Light-Duty blades(BA-160,Light-Duty blades are applicable.BA5SS, BA-300, BA-50SS, Light-Duty blades(BA-160,
BA-160e, BA1P, BA-170, BA-100, BA13P, BA-50P, BA-1400, BA-4000, BA-4000-ON,BA-160e, BA1P, BA-170, BA-100, BA13P, BA-50P, BA-1400, BA-4000, BA-4000-ON,
BA-51P, BA-53P),BAD-21PBA-51P, BA-53P),BAD-21P

Suitable for cutting through a variety of other materials i.e. textiles, fabrics, film, paper,Suitable for cutting through a variety of other materials i.e. textiles, fabrics, film, paper,
acetates, plaster board, stencils, matte board, soft wood, balsa wood and many moreacetates, plaster board, stencils, matte board, soft wood, balsa wood and many more
substratessubstrates
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